MANTRAS ON THE PRAYER FLAG

Translated by Gelongma Karma Khechog Palmo

OM WANGISHWARI HUM
This is the mantra of the Mahabodhisattva Manjusri (Jambeyang). The Buddha in his wisdom aspect.

OM MANI PADME HUM
The mantra of Chenrezi, Mahabodhisattva... the Buddha in his compassion aspect. “OM Jewel in the Lotus HUM”.

OM VAJRAPANI HUM
The mantra of the Buddha as Protector of the Secret Teachings: i.e. as the Mahabodhisattva Channa Dorje (Vajrapani).

OM AH HUM VAJRA GURU
The mantra of the Vajraguru GURU PEMA SIxDDHI HUM
PADMA SAMBHAVA who established Mahayana Buddhism and Tantra in Tibet.

OM TARE TUTTH TARE TURE
The mantra of Jetsun Dolma, the Mother of the Buddhas.

SWAHA

OM AMARANI JIWANTIYE
The mantra of the Buddha of limitless life: the Buddha Amitayus (Tibetan Tsépagmed) in celestial form.

SWAHA

OM DHRUM SWAHA
The purificatory mantra of the mother Namgyalma.

OM AMI DHEWA HRI
The mantra of the Buddha Amitabha (Hopagmed) of the Western Buddhahfield, his skin the colour of the setting sun.

OM AHRA PATSA NA DHIH
The mantra of the “sweet-voiced one” Jambeyang or Manjusri, the Buddha in his wisdom aspect.

HUNG VAJRA PHAT
The mantra of the Mahabodhisattva Vajrapani in his angry (Dragpo) form.

Then an explanatory text. The Tiger, the Lion, the Garuda Bird, and the Dragon: these are the strongest of beings, and they can help all men to succeed in their work. By the power of using the above mantras, one’s lifespan, merit and wealth increase. All will come to you.

Whoever donates for the printing of these flags, his health, power, fame, life, wealth and good name go higher and higher.

LHA GYALLO: This is an ejaculation meaning THE GODS PREVAIL (May all that is good prevail: The Gods are victorious.)

IN THE CENTRE: The Heavenly Steed (or the Steed that flies across space) carrying on his back the Cintamani (the Tachog Rinpochhe with the Wish-fulfilling Gem in the saddle.) This is flaming with the first of the Transcending Knowledge. * * * * *